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Hydrophobic nanoporous materials behave as anti-sponges when immersed within aqueous solutions. 
The liquid, that can be forced to enter the nanopores at high pressure, is spontaneously expelled out 
of the pores when the pressure is released. These systems make a direct bridge between phenomena 
at the molecular scale and bulk quantities such as pressure. They can be used to investigate water in 
hydrophobic confinement, a topic of major importance for industrial applications, such as boiling, 
heat or mass transfers at interfaces, but also for the general understanding of hydrophobic 
interactions mediated by water in biological matter and biomolecular responses under osmotic stress. 

In this presentation we will focus on experimental and theoretical results concerning the dynamical 
forced filling and spontaneous drying of hydrophobic cylindrical mesopores 2 nm in diameter. Pores 
are structured with organic/inorganic moieties responsible for a periodicity of the surface energy 
along their axis. We find that the forced intrusion of water in these hydrophobic pores presents a slow 
dynamics: the intrusion pressure decreases as the logarithm of the intrusion time. We find that this 
slow dynamics is well described quantitatively by a classical model of activated wetting at the 
nanoscale, giving access to the structural length scales and surface energies of the mesoporous 
material [1]. The spontaneous extrusion, on the other hand seems to be triggered by the 
heterogeneous nucleation of nanobubbles in the pore, with a strong contribution of line tension which 
can be determined from the measurement of the extrusion pressure.  The value of the so obtained 
negative line tension is consistent with values extracted from numerical simulations by means of a 
novel approach based on direct force measurement on a slab of liquid confined between two flat walls 
[2]. 

[1] C. Picard et al, J. Chem. Phys. 154, 164710 (2021) 
[2] R. Bey et al, J. Chem. Phys. 152, 094707 (2020)    
 
 

 
 
Figure 1 : Structured hydrophobic nanoporous material (left) and dynamical filling pressure of water in this 
material (right) according to filling time. 
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intrusion–extrusion processes, which is of importance to qualify
the power density in energetic applications. We find that unlike
MCMs and SBAs, both intrusion and extrusion pressures of water
in benzene–PMO (bPMO) exhibit a logarithmic kinetics. We dis-
cuss the origin of the logarithmic kinetics of intrusion and show that
in bPMO, it can be consistently described by a classical model of
heterogeneous wetting23–27 based on thermally activated jumps of
the liquid meniscus over nanoscale anchoring defects. The quan-
titative agreement with the periodic feature of bPMO allows us to
conclude that dynamic intrusion/extrusion experiments in lyopho-
bic nanomaterials can provide a quantitative characterization of the
internal heterogeneity of these nanomaterials. We discuss the rela-
tive importance of contact line pinning over nanoscale defects, and
nucleation of nano-bubbles/drops, for triggering the filling or drying
of cylindrical mesopores.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Periodic mesoporous organosilicas as model
nanopores with ordered defects

Periodic mesoporous organosilicas are ordered micelle-
templated matrices. Unlike the micelle-templated pure silicic struc-
ture such as MCM-41, bPMO is made of several chemical-moieties
organized in crystal-like pore walls, which feature periodic physico-
chemical properties.28,29 bPMO chosen for this study consists
of independent quasi-cylindrical nanopores first synthesized by
Inagaki et al. in 1999.30 Pores organize as a two-dimensional hexag-
onal lattice (see Fig. 1). An important feature of bPMO in compari-
son to a pure silica mesoporous material or other types of PMOs is
the structure of each pore as a succession of ordered silica/benzene
annuli along the pore axis (see Fig. 1). The material is synthesized
following the work of Inagaki et al. (see Appendix A). The nitro-
gen adsorption characterization leads to a specific mesopore volume
of 0.57 cm3/g and a specific area of 760 m2/g, which are 16% and
8% smaller, respectively, than the one given by Inagaki, potentially
because of a larger number of defects in our material. From a mod-
eling of the nitrogen adsorption isotherm,31–33 we find a pore radius
Rw = 1.95 nm (see Appendix B), while Inagaki et al. indicated a
radius of 1.9 nm for their material. From x-ray diffraction, the inter-
reticular distance is 4.6 nm, which agrees with the value of 4.55 nm
given by Inagaki et al. Based on this good agreement, we expect that
the periodicity along the pore axis of our material presents the same
periodicity of 0.77 nm as given by Inagaki et al.30

FIG. 1. Schematics of the 2D hexagonal structure of bPMO with an axial periodicity
of silica (green) and benzene (yellow) parts. Right: zoom on a single nanopore, the
inside of which is silanized (grafting agent symbolized in orange) on silica annuli
only.

This native material although more hydrophobic than a purely
silicic matrix requires a grafting of silica annuli to reach a hydropho-
bicity strong enough to be compatible with intrusion/extrusion
experiments. For this purpose, we follow a protocol optimized
for the hydrophobization of MCM-41 based on covalent grafting
of n-octyl-dimethylchlorosilane onto surface silanol groups (see
Appendix A).13 Fitting nitrogen adsorption data to the same model
as the one used for the native material leads to an average pore
radius of Rp = 1.5 nm for the grafted material (see Appendix B).
In comparison, for a plain silica MCM-41 of pristine pore radius
of 2.07 nm comparable to the present bPMO, grafted with the very
same protocol on its whole surface, Guillemot et al.16 obtained a
grafted pore radius of 1.34 nm. The difference between the pris-
tine and grafted radii in MCM-41 is almost twice the difference
between those measured in our bPMO. The reason is attributed to
the fact that grafting concerns inorganic annuli only, which corre-
spond approximately to half the total surface of the bPMO, based on
the simple geometric view given by Inagaki et al.30 In other words,
we expect that the grafted annuli in our bPMO present a radius
close to the one measured in the fully grafted MCM-41, typically
Rs = 1.3 nm (corresponding to regions of strong hydrophobicity),
while the non-grafted organic annuli (corresponding to regions of
week hydrophobicity) would keep the radius Rw = 1.95 nm of the
native material30 (see also Appendix B for the characterization based
on the nitrogen adsorption isotherm). The radius Rp lying between
Rs and Rw because only a portion of the surface is silanized.

The thermo-gravimetric analysis of the material leads to an
average grafting agent density on the wall of 0.7 nm−2 based on
the total native material surface. Considering that silica annuli
stand for half of the surface of the pore leads to a local grafting
density of 1.4 nm−2. This value is close to a value of 1.3 nm−2
given by Lefevre et al.14 obtained when grafting pure silicic MCM-
41. This suggests that approximately half of the bPMO surface is
indeed grafted in agreement with the expected structure of the
pores.

B. Water intrusion–extrusion study
Water intrusion/extrusion experiments were performed on a

home-made dynamical intrusiometer that will be fully described
elsewhere. This thermally regulated apparatus driven by a trac-
tion machine (MTS 810) is able to cover four decades of intru-
sion/extrusion time scale down to 10 ms with an almost elastic
behavior that is perfectly preserved on the full range of time scales.34
The sample made of a suspension of 490 mg of bPMO in water is
placed into a dedicated deformable container immersed in glycerol
as a pressure transmitting fluid within the measurement chamber
of the apparatus. Experiments are carried out at fixed compres-
sion/dilation speed, by means of a piston moving at constant veloc-
ity. A typical intrusion/extrusion cycle obtained with this sample is
shown in Fig. 2, whereby the elastic contribution due to liquid com-
pressibility and system finite rigidity has been subtracted. This cycle
demonstrates for the first time that silanized bPMO can be used
as a high pressure fully reversible lyophobic heterogeneous system.
This result extends the behavior previously observed with another
PMO type, which led to irreversible behavior.22 Our grafted sam-
ple, which demonstrates a good stability, has been used for more
than 4 h of cumulative intruded time. As detailed in Sec. V, a slow
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τ
text
= eVw(Peq−Pext)�kBT − e−Vs(Peq−Pext)�kBT . (12)

If P is significantly larger (respectively, lower) than Peq, one can
neglect the exponential term of negative argument and get a purely
logarithmic kinetics,

Pint = Pint,o − kBT
Vs

ln
tint
to

, P� Peq, (13)

Pext = Pext,o + kBT
Vw

ln
text
to

, P� Peq. (14)

The slopes of the logarithmic kinetics are proportional to the inverse
of the volume of the anchoring defects, in both directions of motion.
Small size heterogeneities thus contribute to a large amplitude of the
logarithmic kinetics of the intrusion and extrusion pressures.

Equations (13) and (14) also show that the logarithmic kinet-
ics has a limited range in time, which is the same for intrusion
and extrusion. At short time t < to, too many activated jumps are
needed to fill or empty the pores in the required time. The intru-
sion/extrusion processes can occur only when there is no barrier,
respectively at Pint,o and Pext,o. Thus, the cut-off time to is the onset
of the logarithmic kinetics. At larger times, the logarithmic kinetics
saturates to the equilibrium pressure. Equations (13) and (14) give
the crossover time for this saturation, which is equal to τ, both for
the intrusion and extrusion processes.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
INTRUSION

As the logarithmic decay of the experimental intrusion pres-
sure shows a weakening at times larger than 2 s (see Fig. 3), we use
the full equation (11) to compare the experimental intrusion pres-
sure to the model of activated wetting. Among the four parameters
of Eq. (11) (Peq, Vs, Vw, and τ), we observe that the volume Vw does
not influence much the shape of the theoretical curve, and conse-
quently, it cannot be determined. More specifically, we have studied
three fitting conditions: Vw left free to vary, Vw forced to be 0, and
Vw forced to be πR2

P(λ − ls), assuming the value λ = 0.77 nm. The
values of the three other parameters Peq, Vs, and τ found with these
three different conditions change less than 5%. We report hereafter
the fit of the intrusion pressure with Eq. (11) using Vw = 0 and three
adjustable parameters Peq, Vs, and τ. These three adjusted param-
eters represent respectively, the slope and offset of the logarithmic
decay of the pressure with time and the leveling value of the pressure
at large time. The result of the fit is plotted in Fig. 5, and the values
of the parameters for the range of temperature studied are gathered
in Table I.

A. Volume of the strongly hydrophobic regions
and Cassie–Baxter contact angle

The volume Vs of the strongly hydrophobic portion of the pore
is found to lie between 2.7 and 3.6 nm3, which corresponds to a
length ls = Vs�πR2

s between 0.51 and 0.69 nm. This value is com-
patible with the expected bPMO structure, although larger than half
the period λ/2 = 0.385 nm, which is the expected extension of each
domain of the hybrid pores. This could be due to the finite size of the

FIG. 5. Fit of the intrusion pressure for various temperatures with Eq. (11).

C8 silane molecules used for grafting, which could partially extend
onto the organic portion of the pores close to the organic/silica
boundary. In this view, the slight increase in ls with the tempera-
ture, of the order of 0.16 nm, could be associated with an increased
“thickness” of the grafted-silica/organic boundary under the effect
of increased thermal fluctuations.

The equilibrium pressure Peq gives access through Eq. (7) to
the Cassie–Baxter contact angle as well as the average pore surface
energy γSL − γSV = −2γLV cos θCB = PeqRp/2. The average pore sur-
face energy γSL − γSV is essentially independent of the temperature
and has a value of 33.8 ± 0.2 mN/m. This quasi-absence of tempera-
ture variation is attributed to the fact that the solid interface is weakly
affected by thermal fluctuations. The Cassie–Baxter contact angle is
found to increase from 116.8○ to 119.3○ in the temperature range of
5–45 ○C. This variation of θCB with the temperature is a pure con-
sequence of the decrease in the water surface tension γLV (T) with
temperature, reaching 10% of relative variation in our temperature
range.

Finally, the properties of the weakly hydrophobic parts
of the pore can be evaluated indirectly using the relation
Vw = Vs(R−1s − R−1p )�(R−1p − R−1w ) obtained from Eq. (8). For the
average value of the intrusion volume Vs = 3.2 nm and hydrophobic
length ls = 0.6 nm, we find Vw = 2.13 nm, lw = Vw�πR2

w = 0.18 nm,
and ls + lw = 0.78 nm, a value very close to the period λ = 0.77 nm
first determined by Inagaki et al.30

B. Time extension of the logarithmic kinetics
Regarding the crossover time τ, we extract from Eqs. (9), (10),

and (13) the following relation:

Pint,o = Peq + kBT
Vs

ln
τ
to
, to = Lp

λνo
. (15)

The unknown parameter to entering in the logarithmic term has to
be estimated. We assume λ = 0.77 nm and take LP = 1 �m as the
average length of pores in the bPMO powder. The estimation of the
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